Methode for evaluating the thermodynamio propert1ea of assemblies of chemi(!a1Jy rea~ting unionized atoms are dis.:}ussed. The deslrabiJi ty of using the viricd :!Oefficients at high temperatures instead of the oustomary use of the mole<~ula.r partition tunctions with cmha.rmoni<~i ty ~orrections is pointed out. The most realistic three parameter diatomic potential energy funGtion that is available at present, i.e. the Rydberg potential: U/U = -(1 + b'~) exp (-b 
The treatment is applied to sodium (including the 3 .?.
repulsive state), and ~( T) and thermodynamic properties calculated at two temperatures by several methods a.re compared.
-2-EQUATION OF STATE AN.D THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF

GASES AT RT.GH TEMPERATURES
I. DIATOMIC MOLECULES
INTRODUcrriON
The thermodynamic properties and eqt:lat:lon of state of a disso0iating but unionized gas tlOUld in principle be obta.tned by the use of two different formalisms. In the first of these the gas is treated as a mixture of cer'tain signifi,-;ant molecular spe<!ies, e.g. diatomic, triatomic, etc. mole-Jules 1 i.e. it is assumed that only those portions of the phase space that are in the vicinity of some highly probable -Jonfigurations are important and the equilibrium composition of the gas in terms of these species and the contribution of each to the therrnodynami-:J properties are ·calculated from the ordinary partition functions of the "molec~ules'''· It is apparent that this method is most appropriate for an assembly ot: chemically rea·Jting atoms and at such temperatures that certa1n mole~ular species are unambiguously definable. In ~he second method the entire Of eourse the two formalisms are in principle quite equivalent as can best be seen from the most general derivation of the virial coefficients by the use of the quantum grand canonioal partition fun-Jtion whioh is net restricted to a classi·Jal gas with pairwise additive interactions2. For instance, the second virial coefficient for a 2 J. E. Kilpatrick, J. Chem. Ph}':B., ~' 274 (1953}. general gas is given by ( 2) where !:!o is Avogadro's number and Q 1 and Q 2 are the partition functions for monomer and dimer in the volume V.
The equivalence between the two formalisms has been discussed in great detail by H111 3 and K11patri~k
4
• Differences 4 J. E. Kilpatrick, J. Chem. Phys., 21, 1366 Phys., 21, (1953 . and 1 atm the gas will contain almost all monomers.
Secondly, even in the range where (4) is still quite valid_.
the errors 7 introduced in the approximate summation procedure curve (~(r)) contributes to Q 2 , and since energy levels near dissociation generally are not known, it becomes necessary to revert to the vi rial coefficient _ _ treatment.
Under the conditions of concern here, the use of the classical second v1rial coefficient (5) This potential has a total o£ five parameters and makes use of &11 the available spectroscopic constants given in (4); it is probably the most accurate known potential over a wide range of E.
• The .second term in { 7) introduces unnecessarily large "corrections" for ~ < 0, but this defect is eliminated if we replace ~ in e-2 x by its absolute value lxl • Equation (7) is impractical for our use in the calculation ot B( T) because of the larg• nu . . tnber of 1 ts parameters, some of which moreover, may not be available for some systems. Of all the three parameter potentials examined by Varahni 10 , the one proposed by Rydberg 13 in 1931 13 R. Rydberg, z. Phzs1k.ll 75, 376 (1931) .
r--'
gives on the average the best pred1et1on for both ~~ (within ±2.3.1%) and~ (±28% 
where we have substituted \' G'n .2:
However, this series ia not desirable for the eomputation of ~~ because for the ~ range of interest h.ere, 1 t is very slott~ly convergent and depends on b • in ea~h term so that it would be necessary to prepare tables ot• !. Let us break the integral in Eq. (11) into two parts
Notice that lo corresponds to the contribution of the positive portion of U(.£) and r 1 of the negative portion and thB.t for 5! > lJ lo is usually a small fraotion of r 1 • Now I 1 can be integrated exactly by substituting ! for (,! + 1), then expa.nding the exponential in (13) and we obtain after We have already remarked that all the thermodynamic functions as corrections to those of the monatomic gas cou}d be cbta.1ned if, in a.dd1 tion to ~, 1 ts f1rst and second temperature derivatives were known. We differentiate (15) and note from (14a) that
and where again Ac 1 s are defined by ( 14b). The f\m•Jtions I\( 9) with k = -1 1 0., l, 2, 3 were computed on an I:a~ 701 computer for 0.05 < g <.10 and are given in Ta.hle II. They might be useful also in other applications. (18) .. 
where x = ( hV/kTL and eubsti tuting in ( 2) we get ( 23) Notice that the same expression is obtained if one substitutes diatomic electronic states "'that arise, namely ·z and :s.
.
The potential curve for the J:. state of !! wa~ already discustu~d and the Rydberg potential wi 11 be used for this.
-On the other hand the 3 .:5; state is repu1s1 ve and 1 ts potential energy curve a,rises from exchange repulsion and only Van der Waal' s attraction ( Eq. e) at d1stano.e s greater than about r* • 2.
Using the constants given in Table I Lennard-Jones (6-9) potential to this information since there is no exchange attraction for 3 z. Making LennardJones (6-9) equal -0.4U{l)(£) at r = 5.08 A and Eq. (8) at r = 6.94 A (see Fig. 2 Table III ).
The total ~(!) is given by B(T) = ~(l)~T) + 3B(3)(T) --4 according to Eq. ( 10) . Exam1r..ation of .results swnma.ri zed in Table III shows that the contribution of the triplet state to B(!) is about 0.54% at 1720°K and about 5.8%
at 2390°K. The thermodynamic funationa (}a.lculated from the Rydberg potential are somewhat larger than those from the anharmonicity treatment as would be expeated. We should also remark that the funoti.ons at pressures other than 1 atm would be very easily obtained from Eq. (22), 
